Instead of purchasing both tags and lanyards separately, retailers can take advantage of our Mini Stylus with Lanyard Tag, which combines the tag and the lanyard. One end of the Lanyard is securely connected to the tag, and the other end is equipped with a pin that is inserted into a hole in the tag. Inside of the hole is a locking mechanism that secures the pin to create a very strong loop. These tags are perfect for protecting merchandise that you would not want to insert a metal pin through, such as leather goods and shoes.

- Size - 1.6 inches (42 mm) long, 0.5 inch (19 mm) wide
- Weight - 0.3 oz (8.5 grams)
- Standard Color – Gray (AM) / Black (RF)
- Active Components – 58 KHz (AM) or 8.2 MHz (RF) ferrite coil / Magnetic Clutch